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The arrangements for Advanced level teaching in the
United Kingdom vary widely between local education
authorities. A substantial proportion of post 16 students
are now tanght in colleges of Further Education. These
large institutions, which cater for almost the entire post-
16 population in some areas, have to work within very
tight budgetary restraints. As a result, classes for A-level
students in FE colleges tend to be considerably larger
than those in traditional school sixth forms. Access to
technology is limited both by funding and by a lack of
specialised accommodation. Effective use oftechnology
is further compounded by the varied backgrOlinds of the
students, who may come from a wide range of previous
institutions - and countries.
The report draws attention to the drop during the 1990s
of nearly 10 per cent in the numbers taking A-level
mathematics in England. At the saroe time, the report
also notes that:
The demand for graduates and postgraduates in these
strongly mathematically oriented subjects has grown
significantly over the past decade, not only in science
and engineering areas, but also in the financial services
and leT sectors.
In referring to [4], Professor Adrian Smith notes [5]
that:
In addition, manyofthegenericproblems identifiedacross
science and engineering in 'SET for Success' manifest
themselves most acutely in the area ofmathematics. For
example: there has long been deep concern about the
supply ofappropriately qualified mathematics teachers
in secondary schools and colleges.
There has also been considerable concern about many
young people s perception of mathematics as being
"boring and irrelevant" and "too difficult, compared
with other subjects ".
In addition to the supply problem, the report identifies
concerns expressed by employers about the mismatch
between skills acquired during formal education and
those required in the workplace.
Introduction
In his report [4] Sir Gareth Roberts notes that:
Although, relative to many other countries, the UK has
a large and grawing number ofyoung people studying
science and engineering, this overall growth has masked
a decline in the numbers studying the physical sciences,
engineering and mathematics.
The paper considers a range of activities from ICTAM
which includes:-
• Activities based on files for a wide range ofpowerful
mathematics software.
• Its own graphing software Java applet, TIM, which
teachers ·can adapt.
• Dynamic activities based on real world problems
and images
• Ideas for different teaching approaches.
• Supporting instructions and video demonstrations
for student/teacher self-help.
• Extension challenges for able students.
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Catering for the individual teacher and student in these
diverse circumstances can be a big deterrent to the use
oftechnology, so in the ICTAM (Interactive Companion
to Advanced Mathematics) project [3] the authors have
put together a unique collection of software which
has been designed to offer something to every A-level
mathematics teacher and student, whatever their
background institution or technological expertise.
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Teaching and Learning Advanced Mathematics
Students taking A-level are taught in a variety of
institutions. An A-level mathematics class in an 11-18
school could be a small cohesive group with similar
background, prior learning experiences and familiarity
with the use of ICT in mathematics. A class in a
Further Education college is likely to be much larger
and to include students from a wide range of previous
institutions whose experiences both with regards to
teaching and learning styles and to their use of ICT
could vary widely.
Abstract
The UK has seen a worrying decline in the number of
students taking up Higher Education courses in both
Mathematics and ICT. The opportunity exists within an
A-level mathematics course for teachers and students
to use technology in an imaginative way to enhance
the learning experience and to encourage students to
consider further study in either discipline.
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